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Ntssn, r,•()N & SONS, London and New

York, arc a work that should and must be

apprecia„,1 by all sensible people. They are of-
ferinr:a series of holiday books in which ele-
paceand oven luxury of externals and eloquence
of style are made to cover and commend the
great facts of natural history and the results of
modern travel and inquiry. A juvenile book of
the series, we note ip another place. We here
speak of " THE DESERT I'Y ORLD" and " THE
MYSTERIES OF THE OCEAN," each translated
from the French of Arthur Mangin, with addi-
tions adapting it to English and American read-
ers. The results of travel and exploration in
the wildernesses and solitudes of the land, and
upon the ocean, are gathered and presented in
no formal and didactic style, but in that fresh,
picturesque and striking way which comes so
natural to French writers, and which appears to
be well reproduced in the translation. The vol-
umes are elegantly printed, and bound in purple
and gold, furnishing a handsome and substantial
ornament to the centre table. THE DESERT
Womm is an Bvo., of 467 pages with 160 illus-
trations ; THE MYSTERIES OF THE OCEAN has
470 pages with 130 illustrations.

In THE WILD SPORTS OF THE WORLD, Mr.
James Greenwood gives another proof ofthe ver-
satility of a pen which has already stirred a vast

public upon the condition of the London poor.
lle here leads us through a succession of the
most exciting scenes in the life of the hunter,
especially in his conflicts with the larger brutes
of the wilderness, as the elephant, the lion, the
gorilla, the rhinoceros, the tiger, the wild horse,
the crocodile, &o. The language of celebrated
hunters, like Capt. Gordon Cumming, who are
already in print, is given, but Mr. Greenwood's
own charming descriptions appear on every page.
Such books, addressing themselves to the Nim-
rod which may be said to be in almost every
man's heart, will be greedily read by multitudes,
but they seem to us better adapted for the train-
ing of those who expect to follow the butcher's
profession, than for most others. Svo.op. 474,
profusely illustrated. $2.50. J. B. Lippincott
& Co.

An immense amount of valuable information
is brought within easy reach of the inquirer in
HaYDN's DICTIONARY Or DATES, which, as re-
vised by the last English editor, Mr. Benjamin
Vincent, may be called "a dated Encyclopedia."
For quick reference in all matters of historic in-
terest, it is everything that could be wished. Not
merely the date, but a condensed summary of
facts which may comprise all that we need to

know, forms part of every item. Biography is
generally included under the more general head
of history; but the full index at the close is
largely biographical. Ifyou wish to know when
Ezekiel prophesied, or Father Matthew died, or
the first Atlantic Cable was laid, or Vicksburg
was taken, or when, and how many Ecumenical
Councils have met, or when the first woman was
licensed as a physician, you will find it and fif-
teen thousand other facts here. The popularity
of the book has secured for it a run of twelve
editions, and the present issue is adapted to our
own country. The whole volume, though not

without faults of construction—as, why should
Mr. Greeley be named, and Henry Ward Beecher
not—and errors of statement, as that Brigham
Young still continues to be the Governor of Utah
by appointment of the President; and a manifest
purpose, in treating of the rebellion, to avoid all
offence to the rebels;—is one of those labor-sav-
ing literary institutions for which we cannot feel
too grateful. Harper & Bros. Bvo, cloth. $5.

Scribner & Co.'s popular edition of FROUDE'S
HISTORY or ENGLAND has now reached the
fourth volume. The price is but $1.25 each. It
is a public benefaction to put such valuable,
standard works within reach of the general pub-
lic. Messrs. Soribner & Co. have taken a simi-
lar course in regard to several other first class
books, as Conybeare and Howson's Paul, in one
volume, at $3.00; Stanley's Jewish Church, at

$2.50 a volume, &c.
Not only are the new issues, by Messrs. Scrib-

ner & Co., Of STANLEY'S JEWISH CHURCH to be
commended for their cheapness, but they are ac-
tually much handier volumes for the student's
use, than the more costly ones. They embrace
precisely the same matter, including maps and
diagrams, are printed from the Same plates, With
the handsome large type, and differ only in the
width of the margins and thickness of the paper
from the former issue. Two volumes; price,
$2.50 each. Smith, English & Co.

gGYPT 3300 TzArts Ac.lo, (C. Scribner & Co
is in the style of preceding volumes of the IL-
LUSTRATED LIBRARY OF WONDERS. It pre-
sents a connected and very readable account of
the early history of Egypt, drawing upon the
monuments for a large part of the story, and for
the graphic illustrations with which it is adorned.
No attempt is made to weave in the Bible narra-
tive, or to find a place for Joseph in the chro-
nology, though nothing is said to discredit Scrip-
ture. Valuable instruction, is conveyed at once
to the mind, and the eye, ,and the remarkable in-
terest of the series is well sustained. For sale
by Smith, English & Co. $1 50.

"THE BAYARD SERIES " is one of the most
tasteful and elegant of the English Classics that
has yet appeared. They are small, square Bvo.
volumes, in delicate flexible bindings, compact,
light, and yielding easily to the hand, and are
among the most etherial products of the book-
maker's art. The two volumes before us, bear-
ing the imprint of SCRIBNER, WELFORD & Co.,
comprise " The Round Table," by Wm. Hazlett,
and Dr. Johnson's " Rasselas," each prefixed with
valuable introductory and explanatory matter.
Pp. 222, and 162.
J. C. Garrigues & Co. issue Mr. Gould's SONGS OF

GLADNESS, for Sunday schools, in fine cloth bind-
ing, for 50 cts. It is a collection combining fine
taste and real merit, both in music and words.
Many of the latter are by well-known pastors of
this city, as Drs. Stryker and Breed, and choice
Compositions they are.

MESSRS. R. CARTER & BROS., have also is-
sued a cheap edition, 8 volumes in four, of KIT-
TO'S BIBLE ILLUSTRATIONS, whose merits as an
archmological Commentary are such, that none of
the more recent works in that line have superse-
ded it. Furnished at half price, ($7.00) it
should find a place in the library of every student
of the Scriptures.

M. W. DODD has done a good work for the
cause of Sabbath school instruction in issuing
MIMPRISS' GRADED LESSON BOOKS in which
the Life of Christ, as harmonized from the Four
Evangelists, is arranged in Lessons adapted, I.
To younger classes ; 11. To children ; and, 111.
Tb youth. Each " Lesson Book " is accompanied
with a TEACHER'S MANUAL, containing hints
and explanations for the guidance of the teacher
upon each' lesson. The whole six volumes are
well deserving the attention of teachers, both in
the Sabbath-school and the family. For sale in
'the Presbyterian Book Store.

JIIVENILE4.

THE PRESBYTERIAN PUBLICATION -COMMIT-
TEE continue to issue a smaller class ofbooks, ex-
pecting, doubtless, soon to enter upon the issue of
the prize volumes, so far as the awards have been
made. Among those just published we note,
" GOLDEN SONGS," a careful and tasteful selec-
tion of poetry for children, by the author of
"Annie's Gold Cross." It contains "Mother's
Last Words," entire. 18mo, pp. 251.

DR. NELSON deserves the thanks of parents
and teachers, for the sweet, winning words of the
little volume, SEEING JESUS, in which he en-
deavors to convey clear ideas of the Saviour's life
and character to the young. The illustrations
are well suited to the character of the book. Pp.
172. "

JOSEPH is a simple republication in the nobly
simple words of inspiration, of the story which
has charmed the universal childhood of Chris-
tendom. Without break of formal chapter and
verse, the full force and interest of the narrative
may be felt. The two prosaic stanzas on the fly
leaf, have no business there or anywhere else.
We hope the Committee may be encouraged to

give us Moses, David, Elijah, &c. Pp. 81.

A MENDED LIFE is a simple, well-told story
of purely domestic interest, in which negligence
,and want of principle are contrasted with thrift
and piety in the varied and not extraordinary scenes
of an humble English home. 16m0., pp 352.
Illustrated. MARTIEN.

MAPLEVILLE Boys by Miss C. M. Trowbridge,
gives us several significant and well-drawn pic-
tures of boy life and character; and in Dr. Nor-
ton, many valuable hints as to the best manner
of dealing with their faults and sins. 18mo., pp.
180. MARTIEN.

THE STORY OF A BAD BOY, by Thomas B.
Aldrich, must be read, understanding the word
" Bad " as expressing the too common, unreflec-
ting opinion held by people inclined to be imps-
tient, of a class of boys better described as ro-
guish, mischievous and fond of practical jokes,
rather than depraved. The book is a succession
of tales of boy adventure, skilfully spiced with
fun and extravagance, with an element possibly
calculated to encourage a class of smart and lazy
chaps and their imitators, in a waste of time and

wit upon like undertakings. 16m0., pp. 261,
fully illustrated. FIELDS„OSGOOD & CO., Bos-

ton, for sale by Lippincott & Co. $1.50.

ALONE IN LONDON is one of those sweet,
touching stories of child life among the London
poor, with which the author of "Jessica's First
Prayer" can so gently stir the fountain of' our

tears and quicken our pureit sympathies. 16m0.,
pp. 187. HOYT.

JOE AND THE HOWARDS or " Armed with
Eyes,'? by Carl, is an excellent attempt to ac-

quaint young readers with the marvels of insect
life through the medium of a story. The style

is spirited, and the descriptions have all the

freshness of original observation. The young
reader cannot help being deeply and profitably
interested. 18mo., pp. 309. Illustrated. A. F.

Graves, Boston.
One of T. NELSON & Sores elegant illustrated

volumes is for quite young readers, nay from six

to ten years. It is quite a feast for the little
ones, bringing together, in "THE WORLD AT

Hoba," as it is"called, about one hundred and

fiftpdifferent objects of interest, strange animals,

remarkable natural scenery, out-of-the-way pur-

•suits of men, incidents oftravel and of missionary

life, furnishing entertainment of the best kind
and of almost inexhaustible variety to the young
reader and hearer. The spirited illustrations are

. ,
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—The English journals,have M, published
some speculations on one of the mohtttartling of
astronomical facts, the explosioni or, rather the
conflagration of Tau Coronm. It alpears that
another and much . more importatt star is
slowly taking itself out of our pislem. By
calculations of extraordinary minuteness and
delicacy, Mr. Riggings and Fathei Setchi lave
demonstrated that Sirius and our sun are mu-
tually receding from one another at the, rate of
294 miles per second. In the ekici, therefore,
though the distance of time strains:the imagina-
tion, we must lose sight of Siriu4—tl4t is to
say, provided we have not by thati time gained
the capacity of watching the more distantuni-
verse towards which he must be ieceding—an
improbability. Nothing seems po ear its final
limit as the power of astronomic Itelescopes,
while the power of the human eye, if it alters at
all, probably decreases.

—A new race of people' supposed to be of
Asiatic origin, and having features' strongly re-
sembling the Anglo-Saxons,•has been discovered
by the missionaries in the south-welern part of
Africa. They adjoin the Bechuapas, and are
known as the Ovas. A king by the name of
Tjikongo reigns over them. They have long,
curly hair, not woolly, and are chalacterized by
very considerable intelligence. j Their religion
is, in many respects, so /much like that of the
Parsees, as to induce the,belief thatthe Ovas be-
long to that race, or have been under its tuition.
They are not idolaters, but belieVe in a Supreme
Being, the Creator, who' is omnipresent, omnipo-

and omniscient, and whos symbols are the
sun and fire, and to these they pay homage as
his representatives, but offer no ',sacrifices to

them. They keep• the sacred fire constantly
bidning, and the Minces, who are are also priests,
intrust to their daughters,' and sometimes to

their wives, the duty of fauperintending these
sacred fires. The Ovas a,lso believe in the ex-
istence of a very powerful evil spirit, who is not,
however, omniscient nor omipresent, and to his
interference they attribute their misfortunes and
accidents, and they offer no sacrifices to him.
They are said to be an honest, industrious, and
temperate people, far mo;e regardful of their
word, and more obsekvant of good morals, than
most of the African ations.

—The opinion seems to be gaining strength
that the Pacific ailroad is working a great
change in the clima e of the Plains. Instead of
continuous drought , all along the railroad rain
now falls in refres ing abundance. This result
has been remarked/ upon in other sections of the
West. In Central Ohio, for example, it is said,
the climate has been completely revolutionized
since iron rails have formed a net work all over
that region. Instead of the destructive droughts
formerly suffered there, for some four or five
years there has been rain in abundance—even
more than enough to satisfy all the wants of
farmers. This change is thought to be the re-

sult of an equilibrium produced in the electrical
' currents, which has brougat about a more uni-

form dispensation of the rain. It is afact within

the observation of all who remember ante-rail-
road times, that we have now few or no such

thunder storms as we formerly had in New Eng-

—Dr. Charles Jewett has been secured as as-
sociate editor of the Nationtzl Temperance Advo-
cate. Dr. J. has had forty years' experience in
various branches of the work.

—The Assembly which met in the Brick
church, New York, in May last, recommended
that all the pastors within its bounds should
preach a sermon on Temperance, on the third
Sabbath of this month. We trust every preacher
in the united Church will thus observe the day.

•

—The Advocate estimates that fifty thousand
temperance Republicans refused to vote their
party ticket, on account of the nomination of
General Sigel as Secretary of State. The Gene-
ral's opposition to the Excise Law was noto-

rious.
—The President of the South Side (Long

Island) Railroad, in response to the inquiry of
the Blue Point Total Abstinence Society, replied
that there was no employee of the company, to
his knowledge, that used intoxicatino•''drinks,
and that if he knew of any who did he would
immediately discharge him. No person who uses

THE NEW YORK TIMES.
A Political, Literary and Miscellaneous sews-

paper.
11==

The Nrxv PONE Trmrs,—started in Sep`ember, 1851,—has for
many yearsbeen recognized as among the most successful, popu-
lar and influential newspapers in the country. It is stilt under
.thecontrol and management of its orizin d binders who, with
greatly mareseed romrirceir 1111a-.,...-peeekerco,
extend and strengthen its claims upon the confidence and support
of the public.
. The Timm is a Republican journal, and willbe devoted, as in the
past, to an intelligent support of the Recuolican Party. It will
sustain, with all its ability, the principles and policy of Dun ral
GRANT'S adminiiiiration. it will advocate those measures by which
the honor, the peace and the prosperity of the nation can be best
conserved and promoted. It will vindicate our dignity before for-
eign natious,,and will discountenance alight by which our self-res-
pect or our love for republican institutions could be endangered.
' The TESTES desires to be judged by the high. st possible standard
ofjournalism. Its EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT Will be conducted in a
spirit of fairness and impartiality, free alike from personal rancor
or undue favoritism; and will be the production of the ablest and
most experienced writers upon all the eubjects treated. Its Cua-
RESPONDENCE will be full and timely. Its REPORTS WDI be prepared
with the utmost care, and will embrace every fact or pub is utter-
ance of opinion that possesses Interest and importance. The LIT-
ERARY DEPARTMENT will be in thoroughly capabl, hands, and will
presenta fullreview of the literature, the fine arts, the music, and
the drama of the day.

As a family paper, free from all appeals to vulgar or impure
tastes, the TIMES will continue unexceptiouable, and may be safely

admitted to every domestic circle.
The WEIID.T mid SEMI-WEEILLY editions of the T Res willbe com •

pi-ed with the greatest care, and will contain • selections from the
most important contents of the Daily lame, besides matters of in-
terest to the agricultural sections of thesconntry. All who 'prefer
a newspaper but once or twice a week willfind these edith no ad-
mirably suited to their requirements.

A speciaLedition of the Thus for EUROPEAN circulation will be
published every Wednesday and Saturday, in time for the Euro-

pean mails, and will'be valuable and welcome toour friends abroad,
whetherAmericans or of any other nationality than our own.

All these editions of the 'rims are of the very largest size, on
large quarto sheets, each ccintainingfilty-sixcolumns, printed in

clear, and legible type, at the followingrates:

men. SUBSCRIBERS

TheEmu Talcs; per annum
TheSiout-Wssaix, per annum 3

Two copies, on, year 5
Ten copies, one year ........•••••-••••.

.. 25
An'extra copy to getter-up ofclub, and a splendid steel en-

graving of the late I.IB.NRY J. RAYMOND.
Tie.WEEKLY TIMES, per annum 2

Fivecopies, oue.year... ............ ........... ............
....... 8

Ten copies, one year... ...........
......... ..... 1:5

An extra copy to gett. r-up ofclub, and a splendid steel eh-
graving of the late HENRY J. RAYMOND.

Twenty copies,one year........ ............. ........ ...................25
Au extra.eopy to getter-up of club, and a splendid steel en-

graving of the late HE:Nay J. RAYMOND-
The European Edition, per annum, postage extra. ................ 3

The Semi-Weekly and Weekly mailed to clergymen a; the lowest
club rates. -

These prices are invariable. We have no traveling agents. Remit

in drafts on New York or Post Office Money Orders, if possible,
and where neither of these can be procured, send tue money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to register letters
when requested ts.do so, and the system isau absolute protection
against losses by mail. Address,

H. J. RAYMOND & CO.,
Tuns Office, New York.

PHILADELPHIA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1.865.
found on nearly every leaf, and the paper and
binding are of suitable elegance.

BUTTERFLY'S FLIGHTS is the title of a series
of juvenile books of travel, by the author of the
"Win and Wear" series. Three volumes have
appeared: Mt. Mansfield, Niagara Palls, and
Saratoga Springs. The others will be Montreal,
Sea Side and Philadelphia. They are written
with unusual ability; are full of incident, and of
bright bits of child-life, are animated and joyous
in tone, and give instruction in regard to the va-
rious points visited. 18mo, pp. 221, 230, 181.
The whole six are sold together only. Pr ice,
$4.50. R. Carter & Bros., New York.

BOOKS RECLIVED

MESSRS. SCRIBNER & Co., have issue 4 Wood's
Bible Animals, elegant Bvo. illustrated, cloth.
$5.00.

MESSRS. FIELDS, OSGOOD & CO., send their il-
lustrated red line edition of GATES AJAR;
$3.50, with numerous, rich illustrations; also,
THE TROTTY BOOK, illustrated; by Mrs. E.
Stuart Phelps. $1.50.

HARPER & BROS., have Paul Du Chaillu's valu-
able aid in getting up a fine holiday juvenile
called LOST IN THE JUNGLE,richly illustrated.

THE PRESBYTERIAN BOARD send PROM DAWN
TO DARR IN ITALY; LIFE OF ADMIRAL CO
LIONY, 2 viols., GOLDEN HILL, ALYPIIIS OF

TAOASTE, and many others in haOsome style,
besides books in boxes, suited for kle holidays.

ANDREW F. G-RAVES, Boston, issi*s WALTER
AND FRANK of the Woodbine ries, in at-
tractive exterior.

PERIODICALS. I
RARPER'S MONTHLY for Deceratr .

BLACKWOOD for. November. .. •

OLD FRANKLIN ALMANAC for 18 b

gtindiat polo. ~

land. The iron rails which touch and cross each
other in every direction, serve as conductors and
equalizers of the electric currents, and so pre-
vent the terrible explosions which used to terrify
us in former years. The telegraphic wires
which accompany the iron rails everywhere, also
act an important part in diffusing electricity
through the atmosphere, thus preventing the
occurrence of severe thunder storms.—Boston
Traveler.

—Such is the wonderful rapidity of photo-
graphic action that the image of the.full moon
can be fixed in less than one-fourth of a second,
and that of the sun instantaneously. According 1
to the experiments of Mr. Waterhouse, a space of
time no longer than the twenty-seven-thousandth .
of a second is required to fix the solar image.
Even this small fraction, however inconceivably
short it appears, is a tolerable length of time com-
pared with that in which photographs are taken
by the electric flash. The duration of the illumi
nating spark, according to the beautiful and
trustworthy experiments of Mr. Wheatstone
with his delicate chronoscope, does not exceed the
millionth part of a second, and yet a clear and
distinct photographic image is obtained by a sin-
gle electric discharge. By this means may be
shown the real form of objects to which a de-
ceptive appearance is given by their rapid move-
ment. If a wheel on whose side any figure is
drawn in conspicuous lines be made to rotate
with the greatest possible velocity, the figure will
present to the eye only a series of concentric
bands. Let it now be photographed while in
motion, by the electric flash, and the wheel will
appear stationary with the figure perfectly well
defined. A vein of water issuing from a small
orifice, which appears to the eye as smooth as a
stem of crystal, if seen or photographed by the
light of the electric discharge, is 'shown to be
composed of drops variously disposed, and of va-
rious forms, some being elongated, others flat-
tened, other almost spherical.

[On the other hand, our common photographic
process is not as rapid as sight. Tkphotographs
of Minnehaha, for instance, makeNfiriglbeautiful,
thin, lace-like sheet of fallineirater look like a
foaming mass, several inches in depth, the true
impression being lost, from the time required to
secure a negative. The photographs taken from
a 'fine oil-painting of the fall, have most of
vraisemblaneel

—The reporter of the H. Y. Times of Nov.
30th, tells us of a glimpse recently caught by
Captain Allen and his crew on the ship Scotash
Bride, of the famous and somewhat mythical
sea-serpent. It was on the 23d, when 200 miles
off Delaware Bay on the edge of the Gulf
Stream thatthe phenomenon was described. Dur-
ing the morning the weather had been rather
blustering. The wind had been blowing from
" all quarters" at the same time. But now
there had come a calm, and the water was quiet,
and as clear as glass, although the sky was cov-
ered with dark, heavy clouds, that threatened
to burst forth into a deluge at any moment The
captain was just about eating his dinner when
his second mate descended the cabin stairs, and,
in an excited manner, told him his presence was
required on deck. Thinking the ship had sprung
a leak or that some other dire mishap bad be
fallen them; herushed up. When he arrived on
deck he found the crew assembled on the star-
board side of -the— -svemet, , •

stricken faces into the water. Upon approaching
the side of the vessel, the Captain saw in the
water beneath a monster such as -.he had never
seen before. It was about twenty-five feet in
length, and proportionately thick; its head was
very large and flat, while at each side, on the
extreme edge were set two bright, scintillating
eyes, which, he says, looked dangerous and
wicked. Its back was covered with large scales
like the crocodile, about three inches in length,
which hooked together and formed an impene-
trable armor. Its belly' was a tawny yellow
color, and altogether hideous. It was accom-
panied by a smaller specimen of its own species,
which may have been its offspring. This was
but a few feet in length, but in shape and color
closely resembled the larger ono. With the usual
superstition that always takes, hold of this class
they regarded the serpent with a sort ofreligious
horror, and all the efforts of the Captain to have
them make some attempt to capture it were
abortive. They looked upon it as something
supernatural, and were not disposed to meddle
with. The thing was about four feet from the
vessel, was lying but a few feet below the sur-

face of the water, and was easily discernible to
all on board. The Captain gave orders to have
a boat lowered to attack the monster, but in the
meantime the attention of the smaller one was

called to the presence of the vessel. It raised a

few inches above the surface, and then went to-
ward its larger friend, and seemed to tell it of
the circumstances; but whatever transpired be-
tween them, the larger one raised its head as

though to investigate its surroundings, and then,
with an easy motion, it dropped into the ocean.
In disappearing, it went head downward, and its
body described a circle like a hook, its tail
raising outof the water which, the Captain says,
tapered off to a sharp point.

intoxicating drinks should be retained upon any
railroad in the country.

—Rev. W. W. 11. Murray, of Boston, made
a temperance address, November 11th, before the
great temperance society of Dr Cuyler's church,
of which it is reported : " The speech was worthy
of the Senate Chamber. We ought to have
ninny such studied and powerful exhibitions of
truth from leading clergymen and civilians.
Much of our speaking at temperance meetings is
too careless or too.comical. The temperance
question now looms up into primary importance,
and demands thorough and able discussion by the
best minds."

—E. H. Uniac, the brilliant and popular tem-
perance orator, died October 21st, in Boston—a
victim of Boston rum-shops, having gone home
late at night intoxicated, and having liquor in
his possession. He delivered a thrilling address
at Templeton, on October Nth, his last public
speech, giving a description of the power of ap-
petite seldom equalled. The last year or more
of his life has been one of continual struggle
against his own terrible appetite—weeks of sober-
ness, then a yielding to temptation, followed by
the faithful watching. of friends, promises and
struggles to reform. He fought many a gallant
fight. In his days of soberness he would plan
and talk of the future devotion of his life and
energies to the cause he loved; but alas ! the
demon was too strong for him, and he fell, fight-
ing and struggling to the last. The words "still
fighting" were frequently written in his diary
during the few months previous to his death.

—The Eastern New York Grand Division
Sons of TemperanCe and the Grand Division of
New Jersey have recently taken action in favor
of local prohibition.—The Wisconsin Grand Di-
vision recommends petitioning for the suppres-
sion of the traffic in the District of Columbia.—
The Florida Grand Division, appreciating the
peril of the colored people, adopted a plan that
it is hoped will be acceptable to all concerned,
and will marshal them as thoroughly under the
blessed white banner of temperance as they are
now under the blood-red one of rum.—The tax-
payers of a school district in Orleans Co., N. Y.,
voted unanimously that the use of tobacco and
intoxicating liquors disqualifiedteachers for their
work, and could not be tolerated.—The Rhode
Island State Convention, which met October 27th,
got up a petition for prohibition to the State Le-
gislature, and expressed its joy that Providence,
the chief city of the State, has, by the action of
its Board of Aldermen, proved itself on the side
of prohibition—A"Joint Stock Company," or

Carson League," has been formed in Adrian,
Mich, and it is proposed to secure subscriptions
to the amount of fifty thousand dollars, "on
which assessments may be made, not to exceed
one and a half per cent per annum," for the pur-
pose of the suppression of the liquor traffic.
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